
Drioglann Loch Measc Distillery
Delicious Irish spirits, handmade in the wilds of Mayo

D I S T I L L E R Y



The Opportunity

• We are offering investors the opportunity to buy shares in an artisanal micro-distillery in the heart of the Mayo Gaeltacht of  
Tourmakeady, on the shores of Lough Mask. 
 

• We are selling 30% of the company and are seeking to raise €300,000 from this equity release. The money will be used to invest  
in growing our business. 

• Investors can invest a minimum of €1,000. All tax-paying Irish investors can claim 40% of their investment back as a tax rebate. 

• The share offer is now open and will close on the 26th of November, or sooner if the offer is over-subscribed.



Who We Are

Drioglann Loch Measc Teoranta / Lough Mask Distillery was set up in December 2016 in the Irish Gaeltacht of Tourmakeady, on the shores of  
Lough Mask in County Mayo.

We are a producer of Gin, Vodka, and Whiskey. Our products are available in a growing number of outlets across Ireland.  

Based just off the Wild Atlantic Way, we also host tours for visitors to our distillery throughout the tourist season.



Our Story

Our micro-distillery is on the shores of Lough Mask, one of the most scenic  parts of our country.

Our landscape has an ageless feel to it, part of the reason why it is being considered for UNESCO Global Geopark status. Our 
area  plays an important role in Ireland’s prehistoric mythology, the Battle of Moytura was fought to the south of Lough 
Mask between the  early settler groups, the Firbolg and the Tuatha Dé Danann. We think we are fortunate to be able 
to root our distillery in this mystical and  magical landscape.

Our products are made from locally sourced local ingredients where possible, including 
honeysuckle, elderflower, and fuschia, which have been hand-picked from the bushes along 
the boreens, in the glens and mountainsides surrounding the distillery. The local lake 
water is used in all of our spirits.

We are lucky to be part of a proud and vibrant community.  We employ directly from this community when we can.

We see ourselves as a west of Ireland product, a Gaeltacht  Brand, rooted to the land, a real-life, working distillery. We  only put 
our name to products that our team has made. We  are not creating just another spirit - we are about taste. We  are committed to 
continuing the local tradition of authentic  Irish distilling.



Our Financials to Date

Our financial position is strong. We have built our distillery from scratch and we have built our customer base from scratch. We have  
done this by using the proceeds from our initial share sale and from sales income. We have incurred minimal debt in the process, with  
current debts of just €50k.

COVID has forced us to scale back on production and temporarily cease visitor tours. We have rigorously controlled  income and 
expenses throughout 2020 and 2021, enabling us to survive the pandemic and look forward to a resumption of economic activity.
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Our Customers to Date



March 2017
Initial Private Equity 

Funding of
€100,000 Raised

May 2018
Construction 
Completed

July 2018
First Gin and Vodka 

Goes on Sale

December 2018
First Irish Distillery to 
Obtain a Producers 

Retail Licence

June 2019
Begin Private 

Sales of Casks

March 2021
Return to Normal 
Distillation Levels

December 2016
Company 

Incorporated

June 2017
Signed Lease 

on Tourmakeady 
Premises

June 2018
Distilling Licences 

Received

July 2018
First Distillery Tours 

Commence

March 2019
Commence Sales in 

Dublin Airport

March 2020
Cessation of Tours 
due to COVID-19

Our Journey So Far – Phase 1



Phase 2 is about to begin

In 2021 we reached the end of Phase 1 of our Journey, having  
perfected our taste and managed to achieve a national sales reach.

Phase 2 is about to begin...



Our Vision

To become a forefront producer of premium,  
handmade Irish spirits in the domestic and global  
marketplace.

We are committed to producing some of the best tasting  
Irish spirits available in the marketplace.

We are striving to become one of the main “go-to” brands  
for premium Irish spirits.

We are focused on being a good employer, helping to  
keep local people in work in an area of marginal economic  
activity.

We are committed to repaying the trust of our investors  
and shareholders by running a financially profitable  
business.



Reaching Our Vision

To reach our vision, our goals and targets over the next four years are:

• To continue to build our product sales in the Irish market.
• To break in to the US market, commencing with Illinois and Ohio, which both have strong links to our part of County Mayo.
• Commence sales into European markets, particularly in the UK and Germany.
• Build our whiskey cask sales at home and abroad.
• Increase our production through investment in equipment for the distillery.
• Expand our team and the skill-base of our staff.
• Grow our investor base and encourage them to become brand ambassadors for the distillery.



Our Products

At Drioglann Loch Measc Distillery we have four key products: 

• Gin
• Whiskey
• Vodka
• The Loch Measc Experience 



Loch Measc Gin

Our Loch Measc Gin is currently on sale in both Ireland West Airport and Dublin  
Airport.

Loch Measc Gin has had favourable coverage in publications such as the Connaught  
Telegraph and Irish Times. Difford’s Guide1 has given Loch Measc Gin a reviewer  
score of 4.5, as well as an aggregate review score of 5 stars from customers.

Our aim is to increase our sales and marketing efforts in Phase 2.

We are targeting all of the 200 plus gin bars throughout the Republic as well as  
seeking to enter partnerships with additional distributors.

There are over 1.1 million litres of gin sold in Ireland every year.

Our business plan sets a target of sales of 15,000 bottles of gin in 2022, rising to  
22,000 in 2026.



Loch Measc Vodca

Customers have told us that our vodka is one of the smoothest drinks 
around – one of the reasons why we won a Gold Medal at the 2019 Irish 
Whiskey Awards.

We make our vodka in a small alembic still, triple distilled for a clearer,  
crisper taste.

We sell it across the west, including in Ireland West airport. We were about  
to commence sales in Dublin Airport just prior to the pandemic and hope to  
begin to do so as airport traffic picks up.

We anticipate sales of 2,100 bottles of vodka in 2022, rising to 3,000 bottles  
in 2026.



Loch Measc Whiskey

Our whiskey will be targeted and branded as an Irish product from the Lough Mask region of  
Mayo / Galway. It focuses on the green, pure and environmentally pleasant nature of the area.

Once the whiskey matures it is our intention to sell 25% of the product to local markets, the rest  
being exported.

Our local offering will be to the same businesses targeted for our Gin and Vodka strategy.

Our initial exports will focus on North American cities with a heavy presence of Irish diaspora.

For example, strong links exist between Mayo and the cities of Cleveland and Chicago of the  
USA. We’ve already been on trade missions to both cities to establish business links there.

We are projecting sales of 14,000 bottles of whiskey in 2025, when our first barrel matures, 
rising to 19,000 bottles in 2028.

We will also continue to sell casks off to private individuals. So far we have been selling 10 
casks a year. We already have serious expressions of interest for the purchase of 8 casks for 
next year so we think our estimate of 10 per year is extremely conservative.



The Loch Measc Experience

We are halfway between Galway and Westport, two of Ireland’s tourist destination towns, just  
off the Wild Atlantic Way.

Our large premises means that as well as being able to carry out all fermentation and distillation  
exercises on site, we also have sufficient space to allow us to run a tourist information centre.

We have a dedicated tour centre and shop within the distillery, with parking outside for  
coaches and up to 30 cars at any one time.

We accept tour bookings through our own website and through Airbnb Experiences for a cost  
of €10 per visitor. We place our tour brochures around hotels and restaurants in the Galway /  
Mayo area.

We also sell memorabilia, including hoodies, t-shirts, and baseball hats and postcards, as well,  
of course, as our gin and vodka.

In the two years of operation of The Lough Mask Experience we have entertained thousands of  
tourists, earning favourable reviews on websites such as TripAdvisor.

Our business plan predicts a visitor throughput of 2,500 people from next year, rising to 6,000  
visitors in 10 years’ time.



What Our Customers are Saying

On Twitter:

What Our Customers are Saying

On TripAdvisor



Our Team

Eoin Holmes has 30 years of experience in the sales  
and marketing. A founder of Drioglann Loch Measc,  
Eoin is responsible for the development, sales and  
marketing of our products and for production oversight.

Keith Sharkey has 25 years of experience working  
in the gaming sector in the field of Human Resources,  
Operations and Compliance. He is currently the Head  
of Media for Bet365. Keith has been on our Board for  
5 years and advises on strategy and HR.

Maggie Pym iis an experienced project manager, and  
has managed and delivered both projects and research  
undertakings for a wide range of organisations including  
the Dublin Port Company and the Irish Aviation Authority.  
Maggie is our Company Secretary.

Dominic Hannigan has 30 years of experience in  
the business planning sector. A founder of Drioglann  
Loch Measc, he oversees the financial management,  
legislative and administrative aspects of the distillery.

John Martin has 30 years of experience in the drinks  
sector. John owns a number of bar restaurants
in the UK. As a Board Director John advises on  
developments and opportunities within the sector.

Niamh Seoighe has been an employee at Drioglann  
Loch Measc for the past 3 years. Her primary
duties are in administration, but she has been  
involved in all aspects of the Distillation process,  
tours and showcasing the Loch Measc brand.

Dylan Mulroe is one of our locally-based staff at  the 
distillery. From Tourmakeady, his primary duties
revolve around the distillation process, managing and  
assisting the operations of the distillery on-site.



Investment Proposal and Use of Funds

We are raising €300,000 and in return we are offering 30% of the shares of the company. The  
minimum investment is €1,000 and all Irish tax-paying investors get a tax rebate of €400 for  
every €1,000 they invest.

With this funding, we seek to: 
• Purchase an extra still and a new boiler.
• Fund capital works to improve the distillery infrastructure.
• Acquire more vessels to expand fermentation capacity.
• Significantly increase our sales and marketing budget.
• Invest in larger quantities of ingredients.
• Enhance the facilities for visitors.
• Approx. 5% will be used to pay existing creditors.
• Expand our talented distillery team.

Breakdown on 
Expenses for 2022



Financial Summary

Increasing our production with investments in equipment,  
facilities, and ingredients will enable us to meet the incredible  
demand of the domestic and international markets.

Our projections indicate a year-on-year investment return of 
over 20% for investors.

Our income is derived from: 
• Sales of Gin and Vodka (now), and Whiskey (from 2025).
• Private Cask Sales.
• Distillery Merchandise.
• The Loch Measc Experience Tours. 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Income €312,500 €343,750  €378,125  €706,938  €777,631

Expenses  €521,456  €397,009  €417,044  €591,518  €592,779



Why Invest?

• Avail of a unique tax relief scheme for Irish taxpayers.
• Be an ambassador of a product you have a share in supporting and growing.
• Put your money into something you are passionate about and care about. Invest in something you love!
• Seek to have your share of a growing and profitable Irish business, which is increasing in value.
• Own part of an asset with a highly desirable global demand, but with a very limited supply, due to the precise and complex  

procedures necessary to be classed as Irish whiskey.
• Help to sustain employment in one of the few remaining Irish Gaeltachts.
• Be a part of the renaissance of Irish whiskey across the world.
• Become part of a widely respected brand with a growing reputation.



Investor involvement

• As an investor you will have the opportunity to play an active involvement in the distillery.
• A place on our Board will be allocated to a representative of investors who come on board in this share offering.
• Each new investor will have the opportunity to put themselves forward as a candidate for election to the Board.
• All investors will be asked to vote to choose from the list of candidates.
• The elected Board representative will be entitled to attend, contribute and vote at all Board meetings, providing a direct input for  

every investor into the management of the company.
• As an investor you will receive a quarterly newsletter outlining progress with the distillery, product information, as well as sales 

offers for you and your friends.
• As an investor we ask that you share information about our products, and encourage friends and family to purchase our spirits.



Investment Returns and Exiting the Investment

Over the next four years we will be increasing the value of our business by:

• Expanding our brand awareness and market presence.
• Reaching profitability when our whiskey is released in three years’ time.
• Continuously training our staff and improving our processes.
• Being in a position to allow an exit for investors in four years’ time.

This is an EIIS Investment, meaning that investors get a tax repayment from the Revenue Commissioners, 
typically within the year of  investment. We will send you the information on this. Investors must then hold 
their shares for four years.

Our aim is to enable investors to sell their shares by one of the following means:

• A buy-back arrangement from the profits within the company.
• A trade sale to a third-party.
• A loan arrangement with a financial institution.
• Other possibilities may arise which will also be explored.

We believe that investors will a significant return on their investment over this time period.



The Small Print...

You may wish to take independent financial advice before you decide to invest. Here’s a list of Financial Service Providers, published 
by the Central Bank of  Ireland.

Shares can go up or down in value. There’s an element of risk associated with investment. You can read more about how shares work 
by consulting the  Competition and Consumer Protection Commission website here.

The tax rebate is available under the government’s EIIS scheme. Further details on this can be read here.

This advance share offer closes on the 26th of November, or sooner, if at any stage before that all available shares are purchased.

Your share certificate will be issued to you a short number of weeks after the closing date of the offer. The correspondence will also 
include details of the  information you need to submit to obtain your tax refund.

Our intention is that investors will be able to exit their investment in four years time, the minimum period for which they must hold the 
shares under the EIIS  rules. We expect to put in place a mechanism to allow investors to re-sell their shares to the company at a value 
of €1,100 for every €1,000 invested, a  significant return after considering the tax relief.

Alternatively, investors may retain their shares in the hope and expectation that they will increase in value over time.

Our Accountants are:  Michael Kelly & Company, Spencer Street, Castlebar, Co Mayo
Our Solicitors are:   Helena Boylan & Company, High Street, Westport, Co Mayo



How To Invest

The offer is now open.

If this is something you are interested in doing then please contact us at eolas@loughmaskdistillery.com.

The closing date for this investment is Friday the 26th of November, or once the target investment level  of 
€300,000 has been reached. 




